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A B S T R A C T

Service chaining is becoming one of the most considered service deployment frameworks in the context of
Network Function Virtualization (NFV) in edge and data center environments, conveniently supported by
automatic connectivity configurations offered by Software Defined Networking (SDN). Current research on
the topic is focusing on how to guarantee Quality of Service (QoS) in terms of guaranteed end-to-end latency
for time critical services. Indeed, latency issues may depend on intra-server virtualization inefficiencies, leading
to Virtual Network Function (VNF) delivery delays, or by congestion events occurring at intermediate network
elements connecting VNFs. Latency control requires stateful information such as flow delay measurements at
a per-packet level, typically not available at traditional SDN switches or inside the VNF.

This paper proposes the adoption of SDN data plane programmability exploiting the P4 language and
presents two P4 pipeline solutions, suitable for both intra-rack and inter-rack service chain deployments, to
automatically check the path latency experienced by selected high priority flows, also resorting to the recent
in-band telemetry applications. The programmable pipelines enforce proactive in-network functions, such as
priority change or drop actions, in order to guarantee a bound SFC segment latency delivery, including both
the network and the segment VNFs. The proposed solutions are implemented and evaluated in a network
testbed employing programmable software switches showing their effectiveness in guaranteeing the configured
end-to-end latency, and the limited effort in terms of additional processing at the P4 switch. The evaluation is
carried out using the reference P4 software switch, i.e., BMv2. The aim is to validate the full P4 capabilities
and the code feasibility in terms of scalability, load and resource impact and added intra-switch latency. The
experimental results show the proposed approach scales with the number of forwarded flows and achieves
per-segment latency control enforcement in both congested and non-congested scenarios with a very limited
impact on the switch extra-latency, exploiting finer per-packet tuning of drop and priority change simply
applicable through flow entry configuration. Applicability analysis on hardware switches guaranteeing line
rate performance are provided.
1. Introduction

Network Service Function Chaining (SFC) represents an attractive
solution to deploy network services and tenants with application-
oriented differentiation in the context of the Network Function Vir-
tualization (NFV) and Software Defined Networks (SDN) [1–5]. Such
differentiation is realized by deploying and placing a number of Virtual
Network Functions (VNFs) in the network and configuring traffic flows
to selectively reach the desired VNF set in a chained (i.e., ordered)
fashion to realize the desired Quality of Service (QoS). Some pre-
defined VNFs enable service treatment (e.g., traffic profiler), traffic
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engineering (e.g., transport-layer balancer), application-specific pro-
cessing (e.g., video transcoding), security (e.g., firewall function). All
such functions are conveniently deployed on-demand as virtualized re-
sources, such as virtual machines/containers/serverless function codes
in the network cloud and edge clusters, with significant increase of
service flexibility and cost reduction.

However, the chaining of virtualized services running as software
releases on general purpose CPU, memory and storage resources offered
by the cloud/edge are prone to performance limitations due to the ab-
sence of dedicated bare metal hardware platforms [3]. Virtual machines
and containers are subject to a number of performance issues due to I/O
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interrupts, operating system scheduling, CPU core scaling issues [6],
virtual resource driver configuration and overloading. Such limitation
may impact the VNF delivery delay, a key performance indicator for
latency-critical service chains. The introduction of efficient I/O frame-
works such as the Data Plane Development Kit (DPDK) may attenuate,
but not delete, such issues, especially for time-critical services or when
CPU and/or Network Interface Card (NIC) resources are limited [7,8].

On the network side, in the standard SDN framework, advanced
packet treatment and processing are possible only sending out the
packet to the SDN controller. Such procedures are prone to noticeable
scalability issues given the single point of processing represented by
the SDN controller. Moreover, the considered solution is not feasible
for all the use cases in which latency constraints represent a key
performance indicator. However, such indicators are not easy to extract
from traditional SDN switches. Moreover, congestion events at the
network level may break the latency bounds assured for the service
chain deployment.

The SDN data plane programmability conceives a novel process-
ing framework inside the network element directly, resorting to pro-
grammable pipelines [9]. The programmability include the definition
at the switch level of custom parsers, flow tables, actions and stateful
objects able to provide advanced functions that are not available with
a standard SDN switch. The programmability resorts to a platform-
agnostic high-level language called P4. The P4 (Programming Protocol-
independent Packet Processors, p4.org) is a high-level programming
language explicitly devoted to packet processors data plane [10]. The
novelty and the potentials introduced by P4 has gained significant
attention and interest by many chip manufacturers and the networking
researchers [11–14]. Today, the P4.org ecosystem consortium includes
more than 50 industrial corporations (e.g., Cisco, Dell, Google, HPE,
Intel, Huawei, Juniper, Microsoft, ZTE) and many academic partners.
The P4 programmability can be extended to programmable hardware
switches (e.g., Intel Tofino and NVIDIA/Mellanox Spectrum-X), Linux
servers employing DPDK or AF-XDP, and NIC. The main idea behind
P4 is that traditional SDN-based control plane is able to populate an
SDN network element with flow entries and actions related to standard
pipelines, but it cannot explicitly program the data plane, while P4 may
define novel pipelines with stateful capabilities, thus enabling innova-
tive and decentralized in-network functions, ranging from telemetry up
to cybersecurity applications [15].

This paper proposes novel P4 pipelines at the switch level to control
the latency of service chained flows in a stand-alone and decentralized
configuration. The proposed programmability allows to monitor the
combined network/VNF delay variations accumulated by latency criti-
cal flow packets traversing one or a set of chained VNFs. The pipelines
are programmed to enforce traffic treatment (e.g., change of priority,
drop) on a per-packet basis, guaranteeing a maximum accumulated
latency bound on the SFC network paths (i.e., segments) connecting
the chained VNFs. In particular, two configurations are explored, im-
plemented and evaluated in a P4 network testbed: (1) a stand-alone
solution conceiving a single switch attached to a number of VNFs, re-
producing intra-data center involving the top-of-rack switch, (2) a num-
ber of decentralized switches serving different VNFs each and employ-
ing extended in-band network telemetry (INT) solutions, reproducing
inter-rack, inter-cluster and inter-data center chaining scenarios.

The evaluation is carried out using the BMv2 software switch [16].
Although not designed for high performance (i.e., maximum achieved
line rate is around some Gbps), the BMv2 is the only platform that fully
supports all the P4 processing capabilities with the highest degree of
freedom. The evaluation highlights the impact of the proposed pipelines
with respect to the reference pipeline only providing layer-2 forward-
ing, providing evidence that the solution is lightweight, scalable and
feasible for hardware platforms, given the limited amount of employed
stateful register resources.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the main
2

issues related to the latency control in SFC and review the current
state of the art of the literature, addressing the solutions proposed so
far especially targeting data plane programmability. In Section 3 we
propose our P4-based latency control solutions at the programmable
switches, describing the rationale, the algorithms and the P4 design for
the two baseline use cases (i.e., stand-alone switch, multi-switch INT
segment). In Section 4 we report the experimental evaluations with
a detailed and extensive set of results, highlighting the scalability of
the solutions and the impact of each P4 tuning parameter. In addition,
we discuss in detail the applicability of the solutions in the current
programmable hardware platforms supporting P4. Finally, we draw the
conclusions in Section 5.

2. P4 and service chaining latency: current issues

Data plane programmability in SDN enables the deployment of
in-network functions at the hardware level of the switches. This is
particularly attractive for SFC, in which a number of VNFs in a cascade
configuration need to be connected using network routes guaranteeing
QoS requirements.

The scenario of Fig. 1 illustrates the SFC flows deployment on differ-
ent data center scenarios, assuming the SDN framework. The red service
chain is made of three VNFs (i.e., V1a, V1b and V1c) instantiated in
the same data center. In particular, V1b and V1c are instantiated in
the same rack, thus the top-of-rack switch is configured to send and
receive different flows belonging to the same service chain, (i.e., flow
entries to forward V1a to V1b and V1b to V1c). Instead, the green
service deploys three VNFs in three different racks, in addition V2b and
V2c are deployed in a different cluster (or another data center) with
respect to V2a. In this case, the VNFs are connected by a network path
spanning a high number of SDN switches (e.g., 4 switches connecting
V2a to V2b). Typically, QoS constraints are enforced at the VNF. The
QoS requirements related to network performance, for example service
latency constraints, require active cooperation between switches. In
particular, with reference to SFC, two main issues prevent a full control
of the packet latency along the chain:

1. the unpredictable packet delay experienced at each VNF step,
due to software virtualization issues;

2. the network congestion events at each switch of the service
chain.

Accumulated latencies originated by VNFs and switches may lead
to bursts of delayed, high jitter packets. Such combined latency control
is not straightforward, since it may be monitored locally, not in a
distributed and proactive fashion. For example, INT may be exploited
to monitor the network delay and pro-actively instructing in-network
dynamic priority [17], however per-packet monitoring at the VNF level
may not scale. Additional issues rely on the VNF packet manipulation,
so that a single end-to-end flow may be terminated at some VNFs or
splitted in segmented sub flows with different network matches, leading
to significant end-to-end monitoring issues.

2.1. Related work on service chaining and data plane programmability

The introduction of data plane programmability has pushed the
research ecosystem to propose novel, extended and high-performance
service chain architectures, workflows and technologies resorting to
NFV offload, stateful traffic steering and advanced functions, that have
been proposed in different literature works to enable efficient SFC
solutions.

First, the role of innovative I/O acceleration platforms and tools
able to speed up virtual functions chaining inside a single host, such
as the Virtual Ethernet Bridge (VEB), the Ethernet Port Aggregator
(VEPA), the Single Root IO Virtualization (SR-IOV) has lead to a
relevant research branch demonstrating that service function chain-

ing achieves significant scalability (i.e., hundreds of virtual functions)
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Fig. 1. Example of service chained virtual network functions in inter/intra data center scenario. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
and reduced intra-VNF latency burden [18]. For example, the works
in [19,20] target service chaining performance improvement, in terms
of throughput and latency, resorting to the SR-IOV technique, allowing
buffer separation for each VNF at the NIC level (i.e., virtual NIC). The
analysis considers undersubscribed and oversubscribed systems.

Data plane programmability at the SDN level introduces a further
acceleration degree to SFC, allowing the offloading of selected network
functions inside programmable devices. The work in [21] proposes
the adoption of a chaining-box, developed as a Berkeley Packet Filter
(BPF), a dedicated sequence of stages performing all the needed service
function actions and achieving up to 40% latency decrease with respect
to standard solutions. The work in [22] exploits strict source routing to
deploy SFC-based traffic steering including SFC labeling and tableless
switches forwarding based on label computation. The work in [23]
proposes a framework to deploy service function parallelism, conceived
to execute selected VNFs in parallel, thus achieving significant latency
reduction. The work utilizes a DPDK-based container to adapt and
replicate packet flows to be sent and received to/from parallel VNF
instances.

A number of recent works are focused on the introduction of P4
for VNFs offloading, handling and for specific in-network and protocol
solutions. Concerning P4-based VNF offloading, the work in [24] pro-
poses a set of primitives processing SFC expressions directly deployed
in P4 programs, drastically improving the performance with respect
to software-based solutions. The work in [25] presents an overall
offloading implementation of multiple service chain functions directly
implemented inside a P4 switch to perform network acceleration. The
works in [26] and in [27] illustrate two design methodologies for im-
plementing multiple network functions and their programmable service
chains inside a single P4 switch, resorting to FPGA and bare metal
switch platforms, respectively, and showing constant latency perfor-
mance. The work in [28] improves SFC performance by implementing
P4 segment routing at the switches and SR-IOV virtualization at the
hosts. A similar work in [29] considers the use of P4 to decompose
the execution of pre-programmed VNFs in a network processor us-
ing a multi-level chaining scheme in order to optimize the resource
allocation. A similar approach was considered by the work in [30], in-
cluding the recirculation of functions over a programmable data plane
resource and a service function chain manager performing placement
and ordering of functions to minimize the chain completion time.

Concerning in-network functions for latency-critical services, the
work in [17] implements extended INT and per-packet priority tuning
at P4 switches in order to allow fast packet transit only for delayed
traffic in the INT domain. The work in [31] proposes, in the framework
of beyond 5G services, an extension of INT at the user equipment to
measure and forecast traffic latency towards the target cloud resource,
3

while automating latency-aware P4 switch steering to the closest edge
node. Similarly, the work in [32] utilizes INT monitoring for dynamic
serverless application migration between edge nodes.

Concerning time-critical services, a number of works target the
problem of routing and placement of the VNFs belonging to a service
chain, including delay constraints [33–35]. However, these affect the
provisioning of the SFC rather than the control enforcement during
the SFC execution, due to dynamic network conditions. To the best
of our knowledge, there are not literature works addressing P4 in-
side programmable switches connecting VNFs for SFC end-to-end or
segment-based latency control at per-packet level.

2.2. Service chaining scenario and objective

The application of the P4 pipelines is mapped and evaluated in a
general service chaining scenario.

The flows subject to strict decentralized latency control are here-
after referred to as Latency Constrained flows (LC). Such flows are
directed to a number of processing VNFs defined by the service chain
graph. Some of these VNFs may terminate/modify the network protocol
stack. Thus, LC flows are mapped onto a sequence of sub flows F1, F2,
F3 with different L2, L3 and L4 fields, crossing network switches, even
repeatedly. Standard SDN implementations are not able to intercept LC
traffic properly, compute the latency associated to the flow sequence
and apply latency-aware policies. Moreover, solutions based on INT are
not feasible, since VNFs are often served by legacy NIC that do not
support INT processing. A possible solution is to tag LC traffic flows
with static high priority flag. However, this strategy has the following
drawbacks:

• all LC traffic is treated high priority in the same way, regardless
of the packet latency condition;

• additional concurrent high priority traffic is treated in the same
way, possibly competing in the switch queues and with undefined
behavior from the point of view of the SFC end-to-end latency;

• latency bounded conditions are not met and high priority guar-
antees the minimum latency only at the switch level, and not at
the service chain level including the transit to/from VNF.

The objectives of this work are the following:

1. Extend the service chain SDN framework to data plane pro-
grammability using P4 switches for segment latency control.

2. Implement, evaluate and demonstrate a proof-of concept of pro-
grammable P4 switch handling fine-grained per-packet treat-
ment without the intervention of the controller.

3. Implement in-network latency-bounded functions at the switches
able to compute multi-hop accumulated packet latency due to
both network and VNF and dynamic packet attribute enforce-
ment policies, such as priority change and early drop profiles in
the case of specific latency thresholds.
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Fig. 2. Combination of UC1 and UC2 for SFC latency segment control.
3. P4 latency control solutions

The description of the architectural and implemented solutions
based on the P4-based programmable data plane for service chains is
articulated considering two main baseline Use Cases for a given SFC
segment:

• Use Case 1 (UC1), considering a stand-alone scenario of a single
P4 switch connecting the considered VNF chains (e.g., single Top
of the Rack scenario)

• Use Case 2 (UC2), including a cooperation of different upstream
P4 switches running INT (e.g., inter-rack scenario).

While UC1 considers only a single switch segment, UC2 covers the
segment identified by a number of subsequent INT-enabled switches.
This scenario includes intra-data center connectivity. In addition, it
potentially includes inter-data center connectivity, provided that the
metro network connecting the data centers is INT-enabled and data
center controllers may issue dedicated flow entry configuration re-
quests to the metro network controller. The use cases are hereafter
described with their specific implemented solutions. Complex VNF
placements may be seen as the combination of the two aforemen-
tioned use cases. For example, the latency control of VNFs connected
to different switches can be decomposed in the latency control of
two UC1-based or UC2-based SFC segments (e.g., UC1+UC1 between
VNFs connected using two top-of-the rack switches, UC1+UC2 between
VNFs connected in intra-rack and subsequent inter-cluster configura-
tion, UC2+UC2 for double inter-cluster configuration). The example
of Fig. 2 shows the application of SFC segment latency control to
a SFC composed of five VNFs. In this case, three latency control
segments are envisioned: segment 1–2 (including VNF1 and VNF2)
and segment 3–4 (including VNF4 and VNF5) are controlled using the
stand-alone scenario (UC1), while segment 2–3 is under the INT-based
scenario (UC2), there being more then one switch connected without
intermediate VNFs.

3.1. UC1: Stand-alone P4 switch

3.1.1. Problem description and assumptions
In UC1, service chain is composed by different VNFs connected to

the same switch. To assure the latency control of a specific portion
of SFC (hereafter denoted as SFC segment), the switch must be aware
of each flow mapping forming the service chain. Moreover, to apply
latency-aware policies, a specific mechanism is required at the switch
to compute the latency that the flows are subject to in the forward and
backward paths to/from the different VNFs. Without loosing generality,
referring to Fig. 3, the key idea is to consider the ingress timestamp of
the SFC flow packet received at interface 1, and the ingress timestamp
of the same SFC flow packet received at interface 2, after all the
SFC attached VNFs have been crossed (i.e., the interface connected to
the last VNF). Intermediate VNF processes are considered within these
two reference timestamps. Fig. 3 shows the example of three VNFs,
however the concept is generalized to any number of attached VNFs.
4

The difference between the two edge timestamps represents the total
Fig. 3. Use Case 1: stand-alone switch scenario.

latency of the packet in the multi-VNF re-direction and transit. In order
to compute this latency properly, it is necessary to match the flows
correctly, temporarily store the packet timestamps in the switch and
correlate the timestamps to the same packet without any sequence am-
biguity. To solve the sequence order uncertainty, it may be not worth to
rely on standard matches based on addressing, since the various flows
may change MAC, IP and L4 ports after the VNF processing. Possible
sequencing may be exploited using the identification field of the IP
protocol, typically providing an incremental id value. In this paper,
without loosing of generality, we assume that packets are processed
sequentially with no packet loss at the VNF layer and without any
reordering process.

Another assumption is that the interfaces towards the VNF are
not subject to congestion issues. Since VNFs are related to latency
constrained traffic, logical interfaces are assumed configured in order
to assure the throughput of LC traffic at the minimum latency.

Thus, variable latency contribution sources are the VNFs and the
final forwarding to the next segment using the output interface towards
other switches or the SFC destination e.g., the latency experienced
between interface 2 and interface 3 in the example of Fig. 3. At
this regard, the co-existence between LC traffic and other high pri-
ority traffic may induce congestion at the node, thus increasing LC
latency in the SFC segment. For this reason, LC traffic needs to be
treated in a per-packet fashion and must be subject to strict latency-
constraint conditions, related to both upstream delay (i.e., VNF delays)
and switch-internal delay (e.g., congestion at the queue). Therefore,
the latency-controlled policy is applied to the SFC segment between
interface 1 and interface 3, thus accounting both the VNFs latency and
the intra-switch latency.

3.1.2. Latency control and policies
Given the aforementioned assumptions, a proactive per-packet la-

tency control policy at the switch is proposed.
Referring to Fig. 3, LC traffic is timestamp-stored at interface 1

(i.e., the interface connected to the upstream network segment, used
by LC traffic to reach the switch for the first time) and at interface 2,

(i.e., at the ingress interface connected to the last processed VNF, in
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this case VNF3). The related ingress timestamps 𝑡1 and 𝑡2 are referred
o the same switch and thus are not prone to synchronization issues.
hus, the difference 𝑡2 − 𝑡1 is the latency experienced by the packet in
he multi-VNF processing steps. A second contribution must take into
ccount the switch queue time from interface 2 to interface 3.

The following workflow is proposed to store LC traffic timestamps
nd compute per-packet segment latency 𝑡2 − 𝑡1. A mobile window
egister array stores the ingress timestamps of the LC packets in the
rder they arrive. A specific offset register at each array identifies the
ast processed packet. This way, if the dimension of the array is large
nough to avoid cyclic rewrite operations, the timestamps at a given
ffset are referred to the same LC packet and latency can be computed
s the difference between the two timestamps identified by the offset
f the last array. Note that, if such assumptions are not valid, further
eader processing (e.g., the use of IP id field) may lead to the same
esult.

The total segment latency experienced by the packet is (𝑡2 − 𝑡1) +
𝑞 , where 𝑇𝑞 is the time spent to forward the packet from interface
to interface 3, where resource contention may take place with the

verall outgoing traffic and thus associated to the time spent in the
witch queue.

In order to implement latency-controlled policies, the rationale
ssumes that latency-sensitive services (in particular, hard time-critical
ervices, such as in avionics, automotive, spacecraft, IoT, military
pplications) need to be executed within a maximum time threshold,
ften referred to as worst-case execution time (WCET) [36,37]. In
hese contexts, a data must go through a long processing chain and
ransformations (functional chains) to reach the end of this chain
nd be definitively consumed by the effector. In many cases, if the
rocessing time is too long and exceeds the threshold, the information
as to be considered out-of-date and not usable, as it is known a-priori
hat the performance of the system (if the old data is used) is below the
cceptable QoS limit. Moreover, the circulation of the old data on the
etwork would also cause a further performance issue due to the useless
ccupation of network resources with the risk of congestion. For these
easons, the possible actions that a P4 switch can enforce on a time-
ritical SFC packet are either to speed up its forwarding (i.e., changing
he packet priority) if the accumulated latency is below but close to the
ard threshold, or to drop the packet if it already exceeds it.

The proposed latency-constrained policies introduce two parame-
ers, called Priority Latency (PL) and Drop Latency (DL). The Priority
atency (PL) is the maximum allowed segment latency for which no
riority change at the switch level is enforced. The Drop Latency (DL)
s the maximum allowed segment latency for which the packet is
ot dropped. The relationship between the two parameters is given
y 𝑃𝐿 ≤ 𝐷𝐿. The two DL and PL parameters are conceived to be
onfigured by the SDN controller in the switches during the SFC flow
ules instantiation and may be tuned if latency constraints are time
ependent. The proposed policies are the following:

1. If (𝑡2−𝑡1) + 𝑇𝑞 > 𝑃𝐿 then the packet is changed priority to speed
up its transmission and avoid congestion at the switch;

2. If (𝑡2 − 𝑡1) + 𝑇𝑞 > 𝐷𝐿 then the packet is dropped since the
information carried out is considered out of date.

Note that 𝑇𝑞 is the estimation (or a forecast) of 𝑇𝑞 . In fact, priority may
e enforced at the switch before the packet enters the scheduler and the
ueue. Thus, a P4 implementation has to implement 𝑇𝑞 computation.

3.1.3. P4 implementation
The considered P4 implementation is based on the V1 architectural

model assumed by the reference P4 software switch, the Behavioral
Model version 2 (BMv2) [16]. The model includes a programmable
ingress pipeline, a non-programmable queuing, replication and schedul-
ing module and a programmable egress pipeline. The ingress stage is
utilized to perform forwarding, while the egress pipeline is utilized to
5

perform operation after the forwarding output port assignment. The
proposed P4 implementation includes both the pipelines.

The internal structure of the ingress pipeline is depicted in Fig. 4.
The pipeline is executed after the P4 parsing section, not shown in
the figure. The pipeline includes the cascaded execution of three flow
tables:

1. Table0, responsible of packet forwarding;
2. Table Store, responsible of recording LC packet timestamp at its

first occurrence (𝑡1);
3. Table Enforce, responsible of recording LC packet timestamp

at its last occurrence (𝑡2) and applying per-packet latency-
constrained policies (priority, drop).

After parsing, the packets enter the Table0 table, responsible of
orwarding, i.e., selecting the output port based on L2 MAC addresses
switch behavior). Table Store is responsible of intercepting SFC traffic
eceived at interface 1 and activate the related action of storing the
elated timestamp 𝑡1 in a specific array t1 of programmable registers,

using a register offset1, pointing to the last processed packet index. At
the end of the action offset1 is incremented. The P4 code allows to
define the size of the register array, so that a reasonable size may be
allocated as a function of the average LC throughput, in order to avoid
overloading.

Table Enforce matches LC packets received at interface 2. The
related action stores the 𝑡2 timestamp in a second t2 register array using
the offset2 index. In addition, it reads the 𝑡1 register at the offset2 index
to retrieve the related 𝑡1 timestamp. Then, 𝑡2 is subtracted from 𝑡1 and
ompared with PL and DL, stored in appropriate registers. If latency
xceeds PL, the packet metadata priority is increased, and if exceeds
L the packet is dropped (using a P4 pre-defined drop action). Priority

s handled in BMv2 with seven levels selectively applied to each egress
nterface packet queue, once forwarding is performed [16]. In this
mplementation, priority is set to the maximum value when exceeding
L, in order to speed up packet transmission as fast as possible. To
ccount for the 𝑇𝑞 estimation, a feedback mechanism between the

ingress and the egress pipelines is implemented, shown in Fig. 4. The
egress pipeline includes a specific flow table called Congestion Check
that matches standard traffic (i.e., best effort transit traffic, not subject
to latency control) and evaluates the time spent by each matched packet
in the queue. Such data are retrieved using the pre-defined queueing
metadata, available once the packet has crossed the queue itself (i.e., in
the egress pipeline). The standard queueing metadata available in P4
switches are reported in the figure and include the queue entrance
timestamp, the queue size at both entrance and exit time instants, and
the time spent in the queue (i.e., deq_timedelta). The latter is written
in a specific register (T_queue), available at the ingress pipeline level.
The time spent in the queue by a packet is computed automatically
by the P4 switch in a very precise fashion. In fact, pre-defined packet
metadata are used to timestamp the packet before entering and after
exiting the queue, and the delay is the result of the subtraction of
the two metadata timestamps (e.g., in the BMv2 switch this delay
has 1 μs resolution). In this way, the switch estimates the queue time
that an incoming packet will likely experience in the case latency
policies are not applied to the packet. This queue time is utilized as
𝑇𝑞 in Table Enforce inside the ingress pipeline. This means that the
estimation considers the queueing time of the last best effort packet
exited from the queue at the time the considered packet is just entering
the queue, thus it offers the most updated snapshot of the queue state.
The computed 𝑇𝑞 may result to delayed latency estimation in case of
micro bursts (i.e., a congestion event in a very limited time between the
queue processing of the last packet and the entrance of the considered
packet). In this case the P4 code may be refined and the estimation may
consider additional queueing metadata, the queue depth at the packet
enqueue (𝑄𝑒) and dequeue time (𝑄𝑑), and the estimation updated as
𝑇𝑞 = 𝑑𝑒𝑞_𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑎 𝑄𝑑∕𝑄𝑒. The proposed implementation is applicable
to a different number of LC flows. The pipeline structure and the flow
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tables are the same. For each LC flow, a couple of array registers needs
to be instantiated to store timestamps. The match between the flows
and the registers is performed using direct registers linked to Table
Store, allowing flow match along the detection of the registers used
by that flow. The P4 program may define the maximum number of
supported LC flows.

3.2. UC2: Multi-switch latency control using INT

The considered UC2 extends the applicability of UC1 by imposing
extended network segment latency policies involving a number of
different distributed switches. While UC1 confines the latency check
inside a stand-alone switch, UC2 introduces a switch network domain
and latency check is carried out resorting to INT. A INT-enabled domain
conceives a number of switches able to insert extra headers to selected
traffic carrying out switch metadata. As an example, the hop latency of
each switch is inserted in packet extra headers and carried out along
the network domain. The nodes are distinguished as source, transit and
sink nodes. A source node starts the INT extra-header, transit nodes add
their own extra headers, while the sink node extracts all extra headers
data and removes the extra headers to guarantee end-to- end traffic
transparency. The application of INT to latency-constrained traffic is
considered by extending the problem description and the scenario
described in UC1, as shown in Fig. 5. With respect to UC1, in UC2
the connection between the source and the switch is replaced with
a network domain of switches. In the case of programmable switches
(or, at least the switches at the domain edge), latency control may be
extended to all the network path and not confined in the VNF-to-VNF
processing as described in UC1. The key idea is that each switch may
insert the information related to its hop latency in each packet. It is
worthwhile to note that INT is implemented in a per-packet fashion.
That is, each packet is able to carry out the information related to
the actual latency experienced by the packet itself inside each different
traversed switch, and then along the network domain.

The scenario may be simplified as reported in Fig. 5 to explain the
extension of the latency control to a network domain. An upstream
source node is in charge of adding INT header to selected UDP traffic.
The source node inserts the experienced hop latency 𝑙ℎ1 experienced
in the source node. The INT packet is processed and updated by
transit switches (optionally computing 𝑙ℎ2 and 𝑙ℎ3, if the domain is
ully INT-enabled) and is received by the P4 switch attached to the
NF hosts acting as a INT-enabled sink switch. This way, the sink
witch removes the extra header and collects the hop latency of the
ource switch to be considered in the latency-based policies proposed
n UC1. Excluding transmission and propagation time contributions
6

stable delay contributions that may be estimated easily and considered
in the latency computation budget), the sink switch may monitor the
packet latency up to the ingress interface of the source node, thus
emulating a functional migration of interface 1 up to the source edge
INT switch interface 0 (see Fig. 5). The INT-enabled latency policies
applied at the sink switch are similar to UC1. However, in this case,
the 𝑡1 timestamp is decremented to account for the total accumulated
latency along the upstream network extracted by INT headers and
denoted as 𝑙ℎ.

The DL and PL definitions are the same, however applied to the
entire INT network segment (i.e., from interface 0 to interface 3). The
proposed policies in UC2 are the following:

1. If (𝑡2 − 𝑡1 + 𝑙ℎ) + 𝑇𝑞 > 𝑃𝐿 then the packet is changed priority to
speed up its transmission and avoid congestion at the switch;

2. If (𝑡2 − 𝑡1 + 𝑙ℎ) + 𝑇𝑞 > 𝐷𝐿 then the packet is dropped since the
information carried out is considered out of date.

.2.1. P4 implementation
The UC2 implementation includes the P4 codes of the source switch

nd the sink switch. Source INT switch P4 code is standard as provided
y the P4.org specifications. The sink switch code is an extension of the
C1 P4 code. The main differences are related to the ingress pipeline

tructure and the implemented actions. The ingress pipeline structure
s depicted in Fig. 6. First, the parser section has been enriched
ith the INT extra header structure definitions. These extended parsers
re required to process incoming INT-tagged packets properly and to
xtract hop latency values related to upstream switches. Details of the
NT parsers are reported in the P4.org specifications document [38].
dditional flow tables (INT source, transit, sink) are introduced to

nclude the full INT processing at each switch stage and for each switch
ole. In particular, dedicated flow entries are required to specify the
ole of the involved switch in the INT chain (i.e., source, transit, sink)
nd to specify the incoming interfaces, the traffic matches and the
etadata to be retrieved and encapsulated in the extra headers. In this

mplementation the INT header is created and conveyed over the UDP
eader. The carried metadata information are the switch hop latency
used) and the egress timestamp (not used).

The specific functions implemented in the sink node are the deletion
f the INT header and the insertion of specific INT fields inside the
acket metadata. The most important metadata retrieved by INT is
he source node hop latency. The forwarding table (Table 0) is left
nchanged with respect to UC1. The Store Table matches the LC traffic
nd stores in the registers array the ingress timestamp subtracted with
he source node hop latency (𝑡1 − 𝑙ℎ). The rest of the implementation
s the same of UC1, including the egress pipeline. In this way the same
atency policies are implemented by considering the packet latency
ccumulated in the two switches and in the VNF transit.
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Fig. 5. Use Case 2: distributed INT switch scenario.
Fig. 6. UC2: P4 implementation of the sink switch: ingress pipeline.
. Experimental evaluation

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed data plane pro-
rammability functionalities at the P4 switches, a comprehensive set of
xperimental evaluations have been carried out and hereafter reported.

The set of reported results aims at assessing the following key
erformance evaluation: (1) the low impact of the P4 codes in terms
f data plane resource load and increased intra-switch latency with
espect to standard P4 codes (e.g., layer-2 forwarding only) (2) the
calability of the P4 codes in terms of the number of considered flow
ntries related to transit traffic (3) the effectiveness of latency-control
olicies applied at the data plane for the UC1 and UC2 SFC segments
n both static and dynamic conditions, evaluating the benefits of the
olicies in the case of VNF delay and switch congestion events.

The P4 codes of UC1 and UC2 have been written in P4 version
6 [10], deployed using the p4c compiler and enforcing the resulting
son file in the running instance of the Behavioral Model version 2
oftware switch [16]. A unique P4 code, suitable for both source,
ransit and sink nodes in UC2 has been considered. Moreover, a number
f auxiliary P4 codes have been written to deploy the experimental
etup. The VNF considered in the evaluation has been designed to be

generalized VNF with the following capabilities: forwarding using
he same input/output port, configurable variable VNF processing time,
onfigurable packet treatment and manipulation at layer 2, layer 3 and
ayer 4. In particular, the VNF processing emulation has been imple-
ented resorting to a further P4 code (referred to as P4 Reflector VNF),

esponsible of forwarding and modifying the MAC addresses, the IP
ddresses and the UDP ports of selected incoming traffic flows. Finally,
simple forwarding P4 code has been employed as baseline code to

valuate the impact of the logic implemented for the latency-controlled
echanism.
7

Table 1
Spirent traffic generator parameters.

Traffic parameters Configured values

Interfaces 10GBE
Packet length (IP) 256 byte, 1500 byte
Transport protocol UDP
Number of flows up to 1000
IP address ranges (LC) 10.10.0.0/16
L4 port ranges (LC) [43 000, 47 000]
Throughput up to 1400 Mbit/s
Traffic duration 120 s

The experimental setups used for the two use cases are similar. The
traffic has been generated and analyzed using the Spirent N4U traffic
generator.The synthetic traffic parameters considered in the tests have
been summarized in Table 1, while the actual values are detailed in
the test description. The P4 switch under test have been deployed in
a Linux Ubuntu PC server (Intel Xeon CPU E5-2620 6-core 2.10 GHz,
16 GB RAM). The P4 Reflector VNF runs in a different Linux Ubuntu
PC server and the two servers are connected using a 10Gigabit Ethernet
copper cable interface. The P4 code implementing the considered use
cases (P4 file) are first compiled using the p4c compiler and specifying
the BMv2 simple switch instance as target node.

4.1. UC1 setup and results

The setup shown in Fig. 7 is utilized to perform the UC1 evaluation.
The generator is attached to two 10 Gb Ethernet optical interfaces and
generates three different flows: the Latency Constrained flow (LC) is the
flow subject to latency control, the Best Effort flow (BE) is the flow co-

routed with LC but not subject to latency control. A transit traffic with
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Fig. 7. Testbed used to evaluate Use Case 1.
Fig. 8. P4 switch flow entries for UC1 tests.
higher transmission rate have been added to emulate the medium and
low priority traffic at the switch. Both LC and BE traffics are directed
to the local VNF. Forwarding and latency control configurations are
enforced using specific flow entries at the P4 switch using the BMv2
command line interface (CLI).

The flow entries utilized to enable the P4 behavior for the three
considered flows are reported in Fig. 8. The first entries are related to
the configuration of the PL and DL parameters inside specific registers.
The congestion emulation entry is utilized to produce traffic congestion
at the P4 switch due to the limited transmission rate of output interface
3. Then, all the flow rules related to forwarding (table Table0) are
hereafter reported. Each traffic is identified by the input interface,
the source MAC and the destination MAC. For each match the related
set_egress_port action selects the output interface indicated after the
arrow as action parameter. The LC traffic needs to be matched in the
Store and Enforce tables. The two traffic matches are different since the
flows are modified by the P4 reflector VNF instance (incoming traffic
has 10.10.10.1 → 10.10.10.2 IP addresses, UDP ports set to 43 000
and 45 000, while outgoing traffic has 10.10.10.2 → 10.10.10.3 IP
addresses, UDP ports set to 45 000 and 47 000). The two tables require
to specify the incoming interface of the matched traffic (interface 1 for
store, interface 2 for enforce, see interface numbering in Fig. 7), thus
keeping the switch configuration extremely flexible. Finally, the egress
congestion check table match identifies the transit traffic through its
MAC addresses and the incoming interface (interface 1).

4.1.1. Switch throughput, end-to-end latency and scalability
The end-to-end latency performance of the switch related to transit

traffic is reported in Fig. 9. The plot shows the packet latency measured
by the Spirent analyzer able to sustain the throughput indicated by the
input load in the 𝑋-axis with a packet loss rate below 0.1%. Therefore,
for each plot, the point with the highest 𝑋-axis value represents the
maximum sustainable throughput of the P4 switch. The plot shows
that, using of 1500 byte long packets the switch is able to sustain
8

up to 1.4 Gbps throughput with a stable latency profile between 80
and 120 μs. Moreover, the impact of the latency control (FL) with
respect to standard forwarding function only (F) is limited, in the
order of 5–10 μs of additional latency. The throughput decreases with a
reduced packet length (i.e., 256 bytes), since the software switch has a
processing rate limitation based on the packet arrival rate. In this case
the throughput is reduced to around 300 Mbps and the additional load
induced by the latency control code is limited with respect to baseline
forwarding operations. This confirms that the latency control operation
has a limited impact in terms of processing burden inside the switch.

The plot of Fig. 10 evaluates the end-to-end latency of BE and LC
traffic traversing the switch, the VNF and the switch again. The plot
shows that the additional processing burden induced by the full la-
tency control processing results in an incremental latency contribution
between 20 μs and 50 μs, depending on the input traffic throughput.
This means that P4 latency control requires an additional latency
contribution at the switch level of tens of microseconds. The price to
pay for latency control is kept limited with respect to latency values
to be controlled, typically in the order of hundreds of microseconds. In
the case of congestion, the latency size is expected to increase at tens
of milliseconds. This confirms that latency control has a limited impact
on the switch processing and additional latency contribution.

Finally, scalability in terms of number of flow entries have been
evaluated. The flow entries are related to the forwarding Table 0
entries, impacting on the number and type of flows that need to be
forwarded. The results reported in Fig. 11 show that no significant
impact is achieved when increasing number of flow entries are actively
installed in the switch, from the point of view of switch latency. This
is confirmed by many studies in the literature. The impact relies only
in a slight restriction of the working range of the switch. In fact, the
switch achieves a 1.3 Gbps throughput with one entry, while it sustains
1.2 Gbps when 1000 entries are installed. Such limitation is due to the
internal software switch architecture. The switch instance is divided
in four main threads. When the most processing threads, running on
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Fig. 9. End-to-end latency and sustainable throughput with (FL) and without (F) latency control functions (packet size 256 and 1500 bytes).

Fig. 10. Service chaining traffic end-to-end latency: impact of latency control workflows.

Fig. 11. Scalability in terms of installed forwarding flow rules.
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Fig. 12. Test 1.
a single CPU core, reaches 100% load, the switch becomes unstable
and starts discarding packets in a random fashion. This condition is
reached with a reduced throughput when an additional number of flow
entries occur. This behavior is typical of software switches, while it
is negligible in hardware programmed switches, since Ternary content
addressable (TCAM) memories are used and matches are solved with a
single CPU clock occurrence.

4.1.2. Dynamic behavior in case of congestion
In this set of tests, the switch behavior is evaluated in terms of

different end-to-end latency and packet loss rate as a function of time
when VNF traffic flows (LC and BE) are subject to congestion event
due to the activation of high rate transit traffic (transit). The dynamic
behavior of the switch depends on the values configured for DL and
PL with respect to the actual latency values due to congestion at
the switch. In these tests we have configured a standard scenario of
congestion at interface 3 of the switch. LC and BE traffic flows are
activated at time t = 0 with a transmission rate of 1000 packet/s each
(corresponding to 12 Mbps each), while transit traffic is activated at
time t = 10 s with a transmission rate of 7000 packet/s (corresponding
to 84 Mbps). The congestion is created inside the switch by limiting
the transmission rate of the P4 queue at 6000 packets/s for the only
outgoing interface 3. This amount of congestion causes a packet latency
of around 10 ms. Such congestion scenario is perfectly equivalent to
a real congestion, because it induces an increased size of the average
queue occupancy at the P4 switch. Three tests have been conducted,
setting the DL and PL parameters in different working zones with
respect to the average congestion latency.

In test 1, reported in Fig. 12, the congestion latency is lower than
the configured PL (set to 12 ms) and DL (set to 15 ms). This means
that both parameters allow for a latency control only when latency
exceeds 12 ms. The results show that, before congestion, VNF traffic
has a latency of around 600 μs (traffic generator → switch → VNF →
switch → traffic analyzer). With congestion, all traffics are subject to
the same treatment with a congestion drop of 13% (LC), 69% (BE) and
30% (transit). Most important, all latencies are around 11 ms, meaning
that all traffic flows are treated with same priority option inside the
switch.
10
In test 2, reported in Fig. 13, the congestion latency is lower than
the configured DL (set to 15 ms) but higher than PL (set to 8 ms). This
means that a latency lower than 8 ms is tolerated without priority,
while a maximum allowed latency is set to 15 ms. The results show
that, before congestion, VNF traffic has a latency of around 600 μs
(traffic generator-switch-VNF-switch-traffic analyzer). With congestion,
LC traffic is prioritized and not subject to congestion delay, thus
maintaining the e2e latency under 1 ms. Moreover, no packet loss
is experienced for LC traffic. The remaining traffic flows, both co-
routed (BE) and transit, experience congestion and are both shaped and
delayed. This is the expected effect of setting a reduced value of PL:
allowing improved priority traffic to avoid incoming congestion events
at the switch.

In test 3, reported in Fig. 14, the congestion latency is higher than
the configured PL (set to 5 ms) and DL (set to 8 ms). The behavior
is similar to the pattern observed in test 2, however in this case a
significant LC traffic shape occurs with a drop rate of around 99%,
given the strict latency constraint imposed by DL value.

4.1.3. Impact of PL and DL tuning
The role of PL and DL configurations and the related switch be-

havior is understood better when the switch is tested against different
latency conditions. The two main latency sources in UC1 are the
following: the accumulated VNF latency measured between interface
1 and interface 2, and the congestion latency at the switch. In the
following tests we evaluate such contributions and the role of PL and DL
in the latency control performance. In these tests the transmission rates
are the same of the previous tests (LC and BE set to 1000 packets/s,
transit set to 7000 packets/s).

In a first test session, we evaluate only the impact of the VNF delay
without any congestion event. To emulate such delay, we exploit the
tc linux command to the VNF outgoing interface adding an artificial
delay of 5 ms. Then, we measure the latency and the drop rate of VNF
flows as a function of different values of DL (PL is set to 1 ms). The
results are reported in Fig. 15. Results show that BE traffic is always
forwarded with a constant end-to-end (e2e) latency of around 5.42 ms.
However, LC traffic is fully dropped by the switch when DL < 5.5 ms.
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Fig. 13. Test 2.
Fig. 14. Test 3.
This because the accumulated latency is always higher than the DL
threshold, meaning that this portion of traffic is considered out-of-
dated. Intermediate shaping is performed for DL in the range 5.5–7 ms,
allowing only the packets with acceptable latency in the distribution.
When DL > 7 ms, all LC traffic is allowed and forwarded. The PL
configuration has not practical effect since priority is effective only in
the case of congestion.
11
In a second test session, we evaluate only the impact of the switch
congestion, reproducing the scenario shown in the dynamic behavior
tests. To this goal, the transmission queue rate of interface 3 has been
limited to 6000 packets/s. In this test session, first we evaluate the role
of PL in the behavior of the switch for VNF traffic, then we evaluate the
role of DL. The impact of PL is shown the plot reported in Fig. 16. For
these tests, DL was set to a very high value in order to be not effective
(i.e., traffic is never dropped by the latency control pipeline). Results
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Fig. 15. Impact of DL tuning on delayed VNF.

Fig. 16. Impact of PL tuning on a congested scenario.

Fig. 17. Impact of DL tuning on a congested scenario.
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Fig. 18. Impact of DL tuning on a VNF-delayed and congested scenario.
Fig. 19. Testbed used to evaluate Use Case 2.
show that low values of PL activate priority change for LC traffic with
0% drop rate until PL reaches the average congestion time. For higher
values, priority is not activated and LC latency equals BE latency with
drop rates higher than zero, due to the queue saturation. The impact of
DL is shown in Fig. 17. In this case PL is set to a low value, so that all LC
packets are prioritized. The plot shows that LC is shaped with different
drop rates by the latency control policy until DL < 11.5 ms, always
maintaining the latency under 5 ms. Then, when DL > 11.5 ms, all
traffic is forwarded with priority and reduced latency (around 400 μs)
due to the priority.

The last test session includes both VNF delay and congestion and
results are plotted in Fig. 18. Traffic is delayed at the VNF and then
congested at the P4 switch. The BE traffic is always subject to 53%
drop and 16 ms latency. Latency control on LC traffic induces a total
drop until DL < 13 ms latency, decreasing traffic shaping with 13 ms
< DL < 15 ms. Then, for DL > 15 ms all traffic is forwarded with the
minimum achievable latency, provided that the delay accumulated at
the VNF may not be reduced.

The whole tests show that the impact of PL is extremely important
when congestion occurs at the switch level, otherwise it does not
provide any clear advantage. Conversely, the impact of DL is important
in each context, since it sets a threshold for the forwarding of packets
having a maximum tolerated amount of accumulated latency, acting as
a selective latency-based traffic shaper.

4.2. UC2 setup and results

The setup shown in Fig. 19 is utilized to perform the UC2 results.
An additional P4 switch is inserted in the network device chain acting
13
as INT source node. The second P4 switch acts as INT sink node and as
latency control switch. The generator is attached to two 10 Gb Ethernet
interfaces and is configured to generate and analyze the same three
different flows considered in UC1 tests. INT, forwarding and latency
control configurations are done using specific flow entries at the P4
switches using the BMv2 command line interface (CLI). The P4 code
used for INT P4 source and INT P4 sink switches is the same code,
putting together INT and latency control functions. The VNF reflector
code is the same described in UC1 tests.

The flow entries configured in the sink switch are shown in Fig. 20.
The entries related to latency control are the same with respect to
UC1. The additional entries are related to the INT sink operation. In
particular, the switch considers interface 1 as the incoming interface
to perform INT operation, moreover it acts as sink switch for traffic
destined to interface 2 (instruction int_set_sink). This means that traffic
destined to interface 2 will perform INT header pop operation. The
switch id has been set to 0 × 0d (13).

The results of UC2 are incremental with respect to UC1, meaning
that the general behavior of the switch, the tuning behavior of PL and
DL is the same of UC1.

The traffic captured at the outgoing interface of INT source node
is shown in Fig. 21. The capture shows the three traffic flows: the LC
traffic (exploded in the capture), the BE traffic (tagged as DIS packets)
and the transit traffic (tagged as IP traffic, since no L4 header has been
added). In particular, LC traffic is tagged with a new header setting the
total packet length to 1020 bytes (it was 996 in the previous capture).
The whole INT header is 24-byte long. The header is placed after the
UDP header and can be observed by noting that it is not recognized by
Wireshark and is embedded within the layer 4 payload. In fact, the
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Fig. 20. Sink P4 switch flow entries for UC2 tests.
Fig. 21. Wireshark capture of UC2 traffic showing the INT header.
first 24 bytes of the payload are exactly the INT header fields. The
fields are shown in the figure: the first 4 bytes are the shim header,
the second eight bytes are the INT header (the value 0 × a4 represents
the Instruction bitmap selecting switch_id, hop latency and ingress
timestamp), then the switch id reports the value 0 × 0a (switch id 10),
the hop latency of the packet (0 × 25, corresponding to 37 μs) and the
ingress timestamp of the packet inside the source node (0 × 1914869f,
corresponding to the value of 420.775.583 μs, around 7 min, after
the bootstrap of the switch). Additional captures and measurements
have been performed to derive the measured latency introduced by the
VNF when no artificial delay is added. The baseline VNF transit time
contribution is around 300 μs.

4.2.1. Results with no congestion
This set of results evaluate the role of DL tuning due to the upstream

INT chain in absence of congestion. The traffic conditions are the same
of UC1 in order to allows fair comparison between the two use cases.
Transit traffic rate is set to 7000 packet/s, while LC and BE rates are set
to 1000 packet/s each. No congestion is configured. The tuning effect of
DL is shown in Fig. 22. Transit traffic latency is the lowest one (around
200 μs), due to the shortest path. BE traffic has a constant latency
of around 680 μs, higher than transit traffic due to the longest paths
14
including the VNF processing. The LC traffic latency is tuned by the
configuration of DL. In fact, LC is dropped when DL < 350 μs, meaning
that all packets exhibit accumulated latency always higher than 350 μs.
Then, intermediate shaping is performed by the sink switch for 350 μs
< DL < 700 μs. That is, the switch drops only the LC packets that do not
satisfy the DL condition. Drop rate passes from 99% at DL = 350 μs to
0.07% at DL = 650 μs with a shaping behavior of the latency from 550 μs
to 700 μs. The behavior shows a very good accordance between the DL
configuration and the average obtained packet latency values. Some
latency offset is present due to the measurement setup: traffic analyzer
measures the e2e latency between the interfaces of the generator,
including the interfaces transmission time and the propagation time of
each link, while the DL threshold considers only the hop latency of the
source switch and the switch+VNF segment. It is worth to note that
all the latency contributions not considered in the DL threshold are
constant (interface transmission time, link propagation time) and may
be computed in advance and added to the DL threshold budget. The
same considerations are applicable to the PL parameter in the case of
congestion.

Table 2 show the comparison, in terms of average end-to-end la-
tency of the three traffic flows in steady state conditions, i.e. in absence
of congestion and VNF delay, measured in both UC1 and UC2 sce-
nario. The results show that UC2 code increases the average latency
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Fig. 22. UC2 without congestion: End-to-end latency and traffic shaping results as a function of DL tuning.
Table 2
End-to-end latency results: steady state.

Traffic flow UC1 end-to-end latency (μs) UC2 end-to-end latency (μs)

Overall LC 433 664
LC - VNF 133 364
Overall BE 379 557
BE - VNF 79 257
Transit 70 187

of the switch. Subtracting the VNF processing contribution, the UC2
code impacts increasing the latency of a factor 3. This is mainly due
to the additional source switch and to the increased complexity of
INT processing. This is demonstrated by the baseline results of the
transit traffic, subject to a latency increase rate of 2.6. The obtained
results demonstrate that the latency control contribution to P4 pro-
cessing is kept limited even with respect to INT processing, confirming
the lightweight burden introduced by latency control functions. With
respect to the same traffic route experienced by packets without consid-
ering the VNF delay, UC1 LC code introduces additional 54 μs (i.e., 27 μs
average at each switch transit), while UC2 LC code introduces addi-
tional 107 μs (i.e., 35 μs average at each switch transit). Therefore,
the impact of the additional P4 code processing is limited with the
assumption that the latency control granularity is in the order of few
milliseconds.

4.2.2. Results with congestion
The results of Fig. 23 show the behavior of the observed maximum

packet latency as a function of the configured DL = PL in the case of
switch congestion, evaluated in the same conditions evaluated for UC1.
In this case the maximum evaluated end-to-end latency is measured
by the traffic analyzer as a single packet latency occurrence evaluated
in the measurement set obtained by evaluating the behavior of 100
million of transmitted frames. The behavior confirms that the tune of
DL allows a shaping of delayed packets in a reasonably accordance with
the imposed DL threshold.

4.3. Applicability to hardware programmable platforms

The results reported in the previous subsections are related to BMv2
software switch and to traffic loads in the order of tens of Mb/s.
Results show that the impact of latency control with respect to standard
forwarding is limited, scalable in terms of flow entries and effective in
terms of LC latency control, either in static and dynamic conditions.
However, the proposed mechanism is conceived to be applicable in
P4 switches featuring hardware programmability and sustaining line
15
rate interface throughput (e.g., 100 Gb/s and more). A discussion is
hereafter needed to justify the adoption of such workflows on these
innovative platforms.

The key P4 capabilities needed to run LC workflows are the con-
ditional pipeline execution, the extra header processing (in UC2), the
queueing metadata support and the availability of stateful registers.
Most of the currently available hardware programmable switches sup-
port such capabilities. The key applicability constraint relies on the
dimension of the mobile window timestamp registers.

The Intel Tofino has the capability to program the P4 logic in the
ASIC utilizing up to 12 Match Action Units (MAU) for the ingress
and egress pipelines. Each MAU has the availability of Shadow Ran-
dom Access Memory (SRAM), Ternary Content Addressable Memory
(TCAM), Hash, Arithmetic Logical Units (ALU) and stateful ALUs [39–
41]. Thanks to the flexible pipeline design, flow tables of the different
pipelines may be split in different MAU, thus the dimension of each
flow table does not impact significantly in the architecture. The only
scalability issue may be represented by the dimension of the registers
storing packet timestamps. In the proposed P4 implementation, two
arrays of registers are used to store 𝑡1 and 𝑡2 timestamps. Further code
optimization may be considered by deleting the 𝑡2 register without
significant performance issues. Assuming a 48-bit long timestamp (as
implemented in BMv2) and a 100 Gb/s line rate interface with 10%
total LC traffic (i.e., 10 Gb/s) with an average packet length of 500
byte and an upper bound VNF latency of 20 ms, the minimum register
array memory size preventing packet timestamp overloading is around
the 2% of the overall SRAM and TCAM resources available in the switch
dataplane. This means that a switch has sufficient memory resources to
instantiate the registers properly and provide latency control of a large
set of LC flows with an aggregate 10 Gb/s load.

5. Conclusions

In this paper we proposed the adoption of P4-based data plane
programmability to control the latency of Service Chained flows at
the network switches in both intra- and inter-data center service de-
ployment. A detailed set of policy algorithms and P4 codes have been
presented in order to guarantee proactive actions at the switches, such
as priority change and drop, on a per-packet fashion when flows related
to the same service chaining crossing the same switch multiple times.
The proposed methods were applied in both a stand-alone switch sce-
nario and a switch domain supporting in-band telemetry capabilities.
Extensive results over a network testbed deploying BMv2 switches
were reported, showing that the presented mechanisms assure a fine
per-packet end-to-end latency control at the millisecond granularity
with good scalability margins in terms of admitted forwarding flow
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Fig. 23. UC2 with congestion: maximum end-to-end latency as a function of DL and PL tuning.
entries. Moreover, the impact of the latency control operation in terms
of introduced intra-switch latency is kept limited, below 40 μs, with
respect to the working switch latency values. The applicability of such
methods have been analyzed for hardware bare metal switches such
as the Tofino platform, showing that the amount of required resources
in terms of pipelines and memory are more than sufficient to enable
wirespeed transmission at line rate interface for a significant fraction
of latency-controlled service chained traffic.
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